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Computing techniques based on parallel processing have been used to treat the information from the electro-
magnetic calorimeters in SLAC experiments E142/E143. Cluster finding and separation of overlapping showers
are performed by a cellular automaton, pion and electron identification is done by using a multilayered neural
network. Both applications are presented and their resulting performances are shown to be improved compared
to more standard approaches.

1. Introduction

Because of their ability to manage quickly in
parallel a large number of information and there-
fore to disentangle signal and background events,
novel computing techniques like neural networks
and cellular automata have been increasingly
used in High Energy Physics to solve problems
such as :

• events pattern recognition (jets, particle
showers)

• tracks reconstruction in very noisy environ-
ments

• complex composite triggers (level 3 trigger).

In this so-called connectionism approach, the
basic units carrying the information all interact
to progress towards the solution. The organiza-
tion of these units is based on the pattern of the
neuronal brain system[l].

A promising area of application for these
techniques is the calorimetric part of the large
detectors needed for most HEP experiments.
Calorimeters are designed to provide not only an
energy measurement, but also particle identifica-
tion.

A high energy particle entering a calorimeter
develops a shower and deposits energy in a cer-
tain number of cells or detection units. The ac-
curate reconstruction of the particle shower from
calorimetric cells information can typically be im-
proved by techniques using highly connected par-
allel processors such as cellular automata or Hop-
field neural networks[2]. Both consist of arrays of
very simple individual processing cells with mul-
tiple inputs and outputs which are connected to
each other according to a permanent fixed pattern
which depends on the problem to be solved. Sep-
aration of overlapping showers will be the prob-
lem addressed in this paper by using a cellular
automaton.

The response of a calorimeter to different par-
ticles may vary considerably. The particle iden-
tification from the shape and the dimension of
its shower is a typical pattern recognition prob-
lem. Pattern recognition consists in building a
system called classifier able to recognize events
of given features and classify them in different
categories. A feature is a measurement made on
the input event to be classified. One looks for
features which characterize the event. The char-
acteristic features are called discriminating vari-
ables. The system called classifier takes into ac-
count all these variables at the same time to per-
form the classification of the event. One of the
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best suited pattern recognition tools is the multi-
layered feed forward neural network [2],[3],[8].[9].
Pion-to-electron identification will be the prob-
lem addressed in this paper by using a multilay-
ered neural network.

These approaches (Cellular automata and Mul-
tilayered feed forward neural networks) have been
used in the E142 and E143 experiments at SLAC
(Stanford). After a brief description of their com-
mon experimental set-up, the cellular automa-
ton (CA) method is discussed in section 3 with
its application to the calorimeter shower separa-
tion as compared to a classical approach. The
method of multilayered feed forward neural net-
work (MLNN) is developed in section 4 with its
general description and mathematical presenta-
tion (4.1), useful criteria to optimize the archi-
tecture and the relationship between the variables
and the connection weights (4.2). Finally the re-
sults and their interpretation are presented (4.3).

2. The E142/E143 experimental set-up

The E142 and E143 experiments are polarized
deep inelastic scattering experiments using high
energy electrons and detecting scattered electrons
between 5 and 25 Gev [5].

The total event sample collected by each ex-
periment amounted to a few 108 electrons in two
single-arm magnetic spectrometers at 4.5° and 7°
with respect to the beam direction. The detec-
tors in each spectrometer consisted of two N^
Cerenkov counters, 6 planes of scintillators and
a total absorption shower counter in which elec-
trons develop an electromagnetic shower.

The shower counters were made of 200 (20 rows
of 10 blocks) 6.2 x 6.2 x 75cm Lead glass bars. As
a shower develops in the blocks, charged particles
travelling faster than the velocity of light in the
medium emit Cerenkov light which is read out on
each block end by a photomultiplier tube. Signals
from photomultipliers are integrated by Analogic
to Digital Converters inside a 100 ns gate and
later converted in GeV. The Lead Glass used is
Schott type F2, has a radiation length of 3.17 cm
and a refraction index of 1.58[6]. The blocks were
arranged in a fly's eye configuration (fig. 1) and
stacked upon each other without any gap, so that

electrons deposit 99 ± .()% of their energy in the
24 radiation lengths.

Benin

Figure 1. View of 1/8 of the calorimeter

Due to the segmentation of the detector, the
electron showers are mostly contained in 9 blocks
: a central block with 50 to 90% of the energy
and its 8 neighbours. The second neighbours with
respect to the central block are rarely hit. In the
following, we will call cluster the set of blocks
containing a particle shower.

The main contamination to our electrons sam-
ple is due to negatively charged pions coming
from the fixed nuclear target. The pion to elec-
tron ratio varied between 2 and 5 within the ac-
ceptance of the spectrometers. Pions can develop
either hadronic or electromagnetic showers. In
the first case, energy deposit is typically smaller
than 1 GeV. In the second case, the pion can de-
posit most of its energy and thus looks like an
electron. Therefore, a pion cluster can be made
of 1 as well as 8 to 10 blocks. Probability for pi-
ons to deposit more than 80% of their energy in
the shower counter is of the order of 1%. When
two or more particles hit the shower counter in



the same trigger (100 ns), their clusters can have
spatial overlap. The difficulty is then to separate
overlapping clusters.

3. Shower reconstruction with Cellular au-
tomata

For a given trigger, a block where energy de-
posit is above 50 MeV will be considered as a
hit block : this threshold aims at reducing back-
ground due to ADC pedestal fluctuation and pho-
tomultiplier noise. Considering thus N hit blocks,
our goal is to determine the energy and shape of
each particle cluster. Numerous different meth-
ods can be used to solve this problem. All involve
the following steps :

1. Scanning the calorimeter to find the hit
blocks

2. Finding the clusters with an appropriate al-
gorithm.

Even very simple algorithms perform very well
if the calorimeter is not noisy, but most of them
fail to separate spatially overlapping clusters.
One therefore adds fancy developments improv-
ing algorithm performances at the expense of
loosing generality and clarity. The advantage of
using a cellular automaton for such a task is the
possibility to use the same simple set of rules for
finding clusters whatever the calorimeter granu-
larity and the blocks geometry.

3.1. Cellular Automaton : principle
A cellular automaton is an array of simple in-

dividual processing cells [3]. The input of each
cell is the set of informations from the other cells.
The corresponding output is uniquely determined
with a set of fixed rules acting on the inputs.

A cellular automaton evolves iteratively : at
each step, each cell examines its inputs, decides
on the basis of a transition rule whether or not
to change its state, and sends its new output
value to the inputs of its neighbours. At the next
step, these new inputs are examined and the cells
evolve simultaneously.

A cellular automaton works thus very similarly
to an Hopfield neural network[4], with some dif-
ferences :

1. each cell is connected only to a limited num-
ber of nearby cells, generally its nearest
neighbours

2. the function determining the output from
the input depends on the complexity of the
problem to be solved.

On the other hand, in an Hopfield neural net-
work each neuron is connected to all the others
using a sigmoid function to determine the output
[3].

3.2. Finding clusters with a cellular au-
tomaton

The cellular automaton used in this applica-
tion is made of 200 cells, each of them associ-
ated with a lead glass block. Relative position of
the cells in the cellular automaton corresponds to
their spatial position in the detector. Therefore,
each cell has 8 neighbours, except for the cells on
the calorimeter edges. For each trigger, the en-
ergy deposit in each block will be used as the cell
initial state. Only hit cells can evolve. The main
rule of the cellular automaton evolution is that a
cell at a given step will take the value of its high-
est energy neighbour. This can easily be under-
stood by drawing a parallel to biology. For a given
trigger, several particles, or at least the one that
fired the trigger, have developed a shower. The
block with the highest energy in these showers is
going to act like a virus contaminating the other
blocks. Iteratively the contamination will spread
over the calorimeter from cell to cell. When the
process stabilizes the clusters in the calorimeter
will be tagged by their respective virus.

When two clusters are overlapping, it is
straightforward to see that, without any further
rule, the cluster with the highest energy block
will absorb the other cluster. To avoid this, sev-
eral transition rules are added, and the complete
set is the following :

Rule-I A given cell is only sensitive to
its eight neighbours. A cell is a virus
if its value is higher than the value of
each of its neighbours.



Rule-II At a given step, a cell will take
the value of its highest energy neigh-
bour.

Rule-Ill A cell already contamined in
an earlier stage by a virus is immu-
nized against any other virus (restric-
tion to Rule II)

This simple set of rules allows us to find clus-
ters very efficiently in the E142/E143 calorimeter
as illustrated in the following example. Using a
test sample of pion and electron showers from a
Monte-Carlo simulation based on Geant 3.16, we
generated pseudo-events in the calorimeter. Con-
sidering a pseudo-event where two electrons hit
the calorimeter giving two overlapping clusters,
the initial state of the active part of the cellular
automaton is :
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where each box represents a CA cell. The initial
value is the energy deposit in the hit cell. Only
hit cells have been represented, as the other cells
do not evolve. According to Rule I, the cells con-
taining 7.0 and 8.0 GeV are virus because they
are local energy maxima.

At the next step, the CA reachs the state 2 :
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Due to what we call contamination, two groups
of cells are appearing; however a steady state has
not been reached yet. So the CA evolves further
to state 3 :
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Rule III stops the CA evolution at this stage,
avoiding that the cluster tagged by the 8.0 GeV
cell absorbs the cluster tagged by the 7.0 GeV
cell.

Once the clusters are identified, the energy of
each particle is obtained by adding the true en-
ergy deposit in each block of the cluster.

The algorithm is able to disentangle overlap-
ping clusters providing that the cells contain-
ing the energy maxima are not adjacent, other-
wise the largest energy block will contaminate the
other because of Rules I and II.

In case of overlap one should share out among
the two clusters the energy of the blocks located
between the maxima. It is possible to formu-
late a rule specifying how to distribute the en-
ergy between the clusters. For experiments with
a high overlapping rate, it becomes mandatory.
This kind of rule depends on the application (for
example, it will be different when trying to iden-
tify photons from neutral pion decay or like here,
electrons from pions) so we will not discuss it fur-
ther.

3.3. Cellular Au toma ton per formances
In order to validate our method, we compared

the cluster finding efficiency of the cellular au-
tomaton to the performances of the more stan-
dard vector approach (VA) described in detail in
ref. [3]. In this approach, the hit blocks are listed
in vectors. The basis of this algorithm lies in a
clever way of combining these vectors with simple
logical operators.

Using the calorimeter simulation, pseudo-
events were generated with one electron shower
and a number R of pion showers located ran-
domly in the calorimeter. The number of "pile-
up" events i.e. events with spatial overlap of some

showers, increases with R =
N,pions

'* electrons

We generated 100 pseudo-events per R bin.
Comparison of the cluster finding efficiencies of
CA and VA methods as a function of R on fig-
ure 2 shows that the CA method is clearly more
efficient when the pile-up rate increases.



Comparison between Cellular Automaton and Vectorial Approach
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Figure 3. Scheme of a Multilayered Neural Net-
work.

Figure 2. comparison between CA and VA per-
formances

4. Use of a Neural Network for pion and
electron identification

4.1. General description of a Multilayered
Neural Network (MLNN) :

A MLNN used for pattern recognition needs
several levels or layers. Each neuron of a level
(/) is directly connected with all neurons of the
following level (/ + 1) but there is no connection
with the neurons of the same layer. A typical
architecture is shown below in figure 3.

All of the i neurons of the above network will
give an output Oi by performing a weighted sum
of the Oj outputs of the j neurons they are con-
nected with. The output of any neuron is ob-
tained by applying the transition function / on
the weighted sum of its inputs:

N

(1)

with

Wij = Connection weights between neurons
i and j

f(x) = e~kx)

= Threshold of neuron

A MLNN used for pattern recognition will op-
erate in three phases :

1. Supervised learning; events belonging to
each class are presented to the system to
train it to recognize their features. The
class of the event is given as input at this
stage.

2. Validation step; once the network has been
trained to recognize events from each class,
one checks its ability to recognize events it
has never seen before. Therefore, another
sample of events is presented to the network
without class indication given at this time.
As will be seen later, purity and efficiency
are commonly used variables to represent
the MLNN performances.

3. The system is finally used to perform an
event by event classification on real experi-
mental events.

In the first step (supervised learning) the
weights Wij are determined by using the "gra-
dient descent method" [7]. Several passes through



the set of events used for the training are neces-
sary to get a set of optimized weights Wij. At a
given iteration t, for each event the output Om

is compared to the expected one defining so an
error term E:

E = '» " d" (2)

The gradient back propagation of E is used at
each pass t to update the weights Wij along :

(3)Wtj(t-l)

8E

j] and Q are two learning parameters which must
be adapted for an efficient learning of the net-
work.

The learning consists in tuning the weight val-
ues : a positive weight being an excitation and
a negative weight being an inhibition of the neu-
rons.

4.2. Architecture of the Multilayered Neu-
ral Network :

Several considerations are taken into account
to define the architecture of the neural network.
Firstly the number of input neurons must be the
same as the number of discriminating variables.
Secondly the number of output neurons is gov-
erned by the number of classes to be separated.
Between the input and output layers, one or sev-
eral hidden layers allow the classification. The
application considered in this paper is electrons
and pions separation; for that purpose we used
13 input and 2 output neurons.

> Optimizing the hidden layer[8]
The number of hidden layers as well as the

number of neurons on each of them depend on the
power of discriminating variables. Each hidden
layer is used by the MLNN to build its own rep-
resentation of the inputs via the transfer function
/ . Since a large network architecture is more time
consuming, an optimisation during the learning
step is crucial. For that purpose, we developed a
method consisting in dropping all neurons of the

hidden layer with a zero output value and keeping
only one of the neurons having similar outputs.

t> Optimizing the number of inputs[9]
Information concerning the relative contribu-

tion of the different variables to the network selec-
tion capability can be deduced from the weights
values. In other words, connections with strong
weights will lead to strong triggering of the out-
put neuron unit which is bound to them. This is
due to the fact that the weight values are contin-
uously modified during the learning step by the
backpropagation algorithm to give the best fit of
the MLNN output for the classes to be separated.

To handle the information carried by the
weight values Wij, we introduced the vector
Swk [9] such that:

Swk — (5)

Nch is the number of neurons on the hidden
layer, Wit the weight of the connection between
the input neuron k and the neuron i of the hidden
layer.

The bigger Swk the stronger the role of the
variable k in the separation of electron and pion
events. This last quantity can be normalized by
taking :

Swk

JL / h ~ 1
(6)

Ny is the total number of variables of the input
layer.

4.3. Multilayered Neural Network applica-
tion for electrons and pions identifica-
tion :

To identify electrons and pions in the
E142/E143 electromagnetic shower counters, we
chose 13 variables characterizing the showers that
could be calculated from the clusters identified by
the cellular automaton :

Vi = Etoi

cluster.
Total energy in the 9-blocks



• Vi = Es/Etot '• Ratio of the energy in the
central block to Etot-

• V3 = i?) 6 : Energy in the ring beyond the
9 blocks.

• V4 to V\2 = E\ to £9 : Energy in each of
the 9 blocks. Vg (E5) is the energy in the
central block.

• V13 = Nbiocks '• Number of hit blocks in the
cluster.

The general architecture of the network used is
(13, 4, 2) shown on figure 4 . Network training
was performed using 3000 electron and 3000 pion
clusters generated by the Geant simulation of the
shower counter.
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Figure 5. Connection weights between 13 input
variables and 4 hidden neurons. HNi to HN4
are the 4 neurons on the hidden layer, Vi to V13
are the input neurons. The size of the squares is
proportional to the connection weight. Shaded
squares correspond to negative weights, empty
squares to positive weights.
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is weak, and thus these variables could be ignored.
This condensed and synoptical representation of
information can help to optimize the network ar-
chitecture. So, in this application, we can elimi-
nate four variables in the input layer. A smaller
architecture leads to a more manageable and less
time consuming learning.

The connection weights between the 9 input
and 4 hidden neurons (Vi, V2, V3, V5, Vg, V9, V10,
Vn and V13) are presented on figure 6.

Figure 4. Architecture of the (13,4,2) network.

The learning step for this network was com-
pleted after 100 iterations : the quantities S\Vk

(eq.(6)) obtained are listed in Table 1.
On figure 5, the weights of the difFerent con-

nexions between the neurons on the input and
the first hidden layer are pictured by boxes which
size is proportional to the weight value [9].

One can see (Table 1) that the variables V13,
V3, Vg, Vi, V5 and V10 give the main part of the
discriminant information. Furthermore, the dis-
criminating power of variables V4, V6, V7 and V12

I I 1
1 :

° : ^

a ; 6

' H °
s i

= : D •

Figure 6. Connection weights between 9 input
variables and 4 hidden neurons.



Table 1
Selection of variables using the MLNN (13,4,2).

Variable number Swk values values Name
V'l3

V9

v6

v7

91.2
71.1
66.8
62.4
19.8
17.0
15.2
14.8
14.7
11.2
11.0
7.1
7.0

22.27
17.37
16.32
15.24
4.83
4.16
3.72
3.61
3.60
2.74
2.70
1.73
1.71

-^block

F-

E5/Etot

E9

E3

E\

To study the performance for separating elec-
trons and pions, we considered one of the two
neural network outputs which will be referred as
the MLNN output y in the following. For a given
event, we expect y to be close to 1 for an electron
and close to —1 for a pion.

For the sample used at the validation step Fig-
ure 7 shows the y distribution and Figure 8 the
distribution of the most discriminating variable,
i.e. the cluster total energy. The IT and e samples
are clearly separated in figure 7 whereas in figure
8 there is an overlap region between 4 and 8 GeV.

To quantify the separation, we apply a cut ycut

on the network output: if y > ycut, the event is
said to be seen as an electron by the network,
if y < —ycut, the event is said to be seen as a
pion. The selection cut is characterized by its
purity and efficiency. For a known sample of Ar

eo
electrons and N* o pions, the purity Pure (Pur-,)
is defined as the fraction of true electrons (pions)
among the events that fulfill the cut y > ycut

(y < -Vent) •

cut :

Pur, =
Ne(y> yCut

ycut)

Pur, = -yCut)

Xr{y < -yCut) + Ne(y < -ycut)
Whereas the efficiency is the fraction of the to-

tal number of true electrons (pions) fulfilling the
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Figure 7. Neural network output for pions and
electrons (shaded).
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Figure 8. Distribution of Etot variable for pions
and electrons (shaded).

Figure 9 compares Pure as a function of Effe
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Figure 9. Comparison of purity vs efficiency from
neural network output or variable Etot-

by using either the MLNN method or the Etot

discrimination.
The separation based on a single variable is sig-

nificantly improved by the multivariable MLNN
approach.

5. Conclusion

This paper discussed the application of two
highly parallel processing techniques to calori-
metric problems : a cellular automaton was used
to find clusters in a segmented calorimeter, and
a neural network to discriminate pions and elec-
trons from the shower parameters.

The cellular automaton was shown to perform
much better than a standard vectorial approach.
An additional advantage lies in the simplicity of
the clustering algorithm described by a small set
of rules, as compared to usual complex mathe-
matical formulae.

Moreover, we have shown that multilayered
neural networks are suited to separate pions and
electrons. The best results are obtained when
the architecture of the MLNN is optimized. The
weight values selection turns out to be a sim-
ple and efficient way to reduce the size of the
MLNN. A multivariable approach provides a bet-
ter purity versus efficiency ratio than the classical
method using a single variable of high discrimi-
nating power.
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